**New Courses**

**PREREQUISITES:** Make sure you have met all prerequisites before attempting to register for a course. If you fulfilled the prerequisite through a course taken at another college, please contact the Registrar’s Office PRIOR to registration.

**CRN #14174:** CORE 390-15A: *Senior Seminar, 4 cr*
Days 246 from 11:20-12:30 in HAB 128A
Taught by Elizabeth Stoltz
See description under course description section of this update

**CRN #14175:** CORE 390-16A: *Senior Seminar, 4 cr*
Days 246 from 2:40-3:50 in HAB 120
Taught by Elizabeth Stoltz
See description under course description section of this update

**CRN #14172:** ENVR 312-01A: *Geography of Asia, 4 cr*
Days 135 from 9:40-10:50 in QUAD 341
Taught by Jean Lavigne
Prerequisite: ENVR 150 or Junior Standing
Course is cross-listed with GEOG 312
See description under course description section of this update

**CRN #14173:** GEOG 312-01A: *Geography of Asia, 4 cr*
Days 135 from 9:40-10:50 in QUAD 341
Taught by Jean Lavigne
Prerequisite: ENVR 150 or Junior Standing
Course is cross-listed with ENVR 312
See description under course description section of this update

**CRN #14177:** HONR 270A-01A: *Directed Reading, 0-1 cr*
Meeting times to be determined
Permission of instructor only—see instructor to register
Moderated by Nicholas Hayes
See description under course description section of this update

**CRN #14176:** PHIL 362-02A: *Business Ethics (HM, HMU), 4 cr*
Days 135 from 2:40-3:50 in HAB 119
Taught by Gregory Schaefer

**Cancellations**

**PHIL 368G-01A:** *Topics in Aesthetics*

**VARIABLE CREDIT COURSES**

If you are signing up for a variable credit course, please be sure to enter the credit amount you wish to receive for the course. The credit amount you are registered for can impact your status as a full-time student or your financial aid.

**Internship information**

If you are planning on doing an internship or an independent study and don’t have the paperwork completed at this time, don’t forget to sign up for one of the following:

DNA 397-01A Call #12799 “pending internship”
DNA 271-01A Call #12797 “pending independent study”
DNA 371-01A Call #13616 “pending independent study”

Enter the appropriate credit amount to ensure you are at your proper credit amount until your completed forms are submitted to the Registrar’s Office.

Please use one of the numbers listed above instead of signing up for another course you do not intend to take. This denies another student the opportunity to take the class.
Changes to Courses

CRN #12986: ACCT 210-02A  time: CD Mod days 135 from 1:20 in SIMNS G60
CRN #12982: ACCT 320-01A  cycle/time/room: days 246 from 2:40-3:50 in PENGL 225
CRN #13850: ACCT 330-02A  day/time: Tuesdays from 6:15-8:30 pm in SIMNS 360
CRN #11899: ART 200-01A  note: Fee $40
CRN #13789: ART 219-01A  cycle/time: days 1 & 3 from 9:40-12:30 in BAC 120
CRN #14162: ART 319-01A  note: Prereq ART 219
CRN #12989: CORE 390-13A  note: Course title & description will be changing. More information will be communicated when available from the instructor
CRN #13560: ENVR 200A-01A  note: Fee $40. This course now carries a FA designation
CRN #13747: ENVR 300A-01A  note: Fee $65
CRN #14168: HONR 350I-01A  room: days 135 from 9:40-10:50 in QUAD 339
CRN #12983: MGMT 338-01A  cycle/time/room: days 246 from 2:40-3:50 in PENGL 225
CRN #13584: PHED 205-02A  instructor: Julie Murphy
CRN #13959: PHIL 368E-01A  note: This course has a pending HMU designation

Course Descriptions

**CORE 390-15A & 16A: What does the pursuit of happiness mean?**
*Elizabeth Stoltz*

This course will take up Aristotle's challenge to understand what it means to be human and to discover what kind of behavior it takes to be "happy." The class will discuss and reflect in writing each of his virtues, readying us to make sense of Aristotle's idea of "living well and doing well." We will explore answers to moral questions: How do you determine what is courageous for yourself? How can friendship be a virtue and what makes a friendship "enduring"? The idea of "enduring friendship" will extend into a study of C.S. Lewis' myth of Psyche and Eros. We will also grapple with ethical issues as presented in literature: *Crime and Punishment* (Dostoyevsky), "Enemy of the People" (Ibsen), "All My Sons" (Arthur Miller), *The Grapes of Wrath* (Steinbeck), "A Room of One's Own" (Virginia Woolfe), *One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovitch* (Solzhenitzy), and others.

**ENVR 312-01A: Geography of Asia**
*Jean Lavigne*

Course is cross-listed with GEOG 312

Asia is a complex and diverse part of the world that contains more than half of the world's population, some of the world's fastest growing economies, and countries and cultures that are fundamentally linked to our everyday lives in North America. In this upper-division, reading-intensive course, students will be introduced to the natural environments, political developments, demographic trends, gender issues, religious and cultural frameworks, and past and present relationships between the United States and Asian countries. The course will emphasize current events, problem, and trends across sub-regions and in individual countries, and will draw on diverse sources of information including books, academic and popular articles, films and novels.

**GEOG 312-01A: Geography of Asia**
*Jean Lavigne*

Course is cross-listed with ENVR 312

Asia is a complex and diverse part of the world that contains more than half of the world's population, some of the world's fastest growing economies, and countries and cultures that are fundamentally linked to our everyday lives in North America. In this upper-division, reading-intensive course, students will be introduced to the natural environments, political developments, demographic trends, gender issues, religious and cultural frameworks, and past and present relationships between the United States and Asian countries. The course will emphasize current events, problem, and trends across sub-regions and in individual countries, and will draw on diverse sources of information including books, academic and popular articles, films and novels.

**HONR 270A-01A: Directed Reading**
*Nicholas Hayes*

The independent honors reading courses meets informally throughout the term at times convenient to the students. The overall theme of the readings falls upon the ethical challenges of our global times. However, the particular texts and topics are selected by the students. Prerequisite: permission of instructor.

Core Curriculum Approvals

**FINE ARTS**

**ENVR 200A-01A: Environmental Art & Architecture, 4 cr**

Common Curriculum Approvals

**GENDER REQUIREMENT**

**EDUC 111-01A:** Teaching in a Diverse World
*Elizabeth Odette*

**EDUC 111-03A:** Teaching in a Diverse World
*Lynn Moore*

**EDUC 111-02A:** Teaching in a Diverse World
*Elizabeth Odette*